
                                          Request Form 

CR Data Recovery, 238/48 Srivara Mansion 2, Ratchandapisak Road, Dindaeng Bangkok 10400 

Day...........Month.............Year............. 

Customer Information 

Contact Name:................................................................................................................Tel*:.................................................................................................. 

Company Name: ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Address: ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Subdistrict: .................................................. District: ............................................. Province: ........................................... Zip Code: ............................... 

Tel: ................................................ Mobile Phone: ............................................... E-mail*: ................................................................................................. 

Device Type Staff Only 

Brand: ...................................................... Model: .................................................... s/n: ....................................................... Capacity: ............................ 

 Harddisk Size:  1.8   2.5   3.5  Interface:  ATA   SATA    SCSI    SAS    USB 

 RAID SYSTEM Type:............     External Hard Drive    Handy Drive    Memory Card 

 OS: ……………………………………………………………… File System: ……………………………………………………. 

Storage Damage Required Data Other accessory included 
  Don’t have 
  Have ....... 

 

Terms and Conditions 

1. CR Data Recovery guarantees customer data security and confidentiality. 

2. CR Data Recovery will quote the data recovery services fees before recovery your data. 

3. For emergency, an additional 20% of regular rate will be charged. 

4. After customer come to collect the data, we will keep your data 7 days after you receive the data, customer can come back to backup your data within 7 

days with no fees. 

5. We will keep your device for 30 day from the day we receive the device. In case the customer don’t come to pickup the device within 30 days, we will 

destroy all data and devices. 

6. During the data recovery process, the device can be damage because of its intrinsic deficiency and customer agree for us to open the cover of the device 

that made the warranty void, customer agrees that CR Data recovery assumes no liability for such damages. 

7. The recovered data should be checked and received in person. Without proper identification, we reserves the right to confiscate such data and media 

 

I have agree in with all terms and conditions on this paper. 

ลCustomer’s Signature    .................................................................... 

                      (....................................................................)                                                  Date 



Name..........................................................................................................Telephone.......................................................... 

Case No:…………………………………………………… 

 

In order to perform the best efficiency data recovery process and best the customer's data retrieval, kindly 
complete some questionnaire about your hard drive as follow: 
(These questionnaires are important information for us to perform the best data recovery process with the best efficiency). 

1. What is the symptom of your hard drive? When this hard drive was defected? 
............................................................................................................................. ........................................................................
............................................................................................................................. ........................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................... ...................... 

2. Have you ever sent this hard drive to others place or tried to perform some process by yourself before send to us? In 
case of this hard drive passed the data recovery before send to us. What is the percentage of the recoverable data ? 
 
(  )  No     (  )  Yes, Can recovery___________% 

3. What is the machine which this hard drive uses with? (e.g. Computer, External Drive, Server) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

4. What is the Operating System (OS) which this hard drive uses with? ( e.g. Window, Mac, Linux) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

5. How many partition that you have in this hard drive? (e.g. C, D, E) Which partition that your important data were located? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

6. Please let us know the important folder's name, file's name since we will tried to focus this important data first, then we 

will perform with your others data (all data) 

............................................................................................................................. ........................................................................ 

7. What kind of your important data that you require (e.g. jpg, doc, xls, mp4) or software program, accounting data 

............................................................................................................................. ....................................................................... 

8. Do you have the encryption or password settings with this hard drive? (e.g. Bit Locker, True crypt, Lock Hard disk). 

(  )  No Encryption  (  )  Encryption and known password (  )  Encryption but forget password 

9. Do you require 100% completely recovered data? In case of the hard drive has a lot of damaged so the recovered data 

maybe lost some data from the hard drive condition (partial recovered) Do you still require the partial recovered data? 

.................................................................................................................................................................... ................................. 



Address for send via post, Cut along the dash and stick on the package box. 

 

Please send to 

CR Data Recovery, 238/48 Srivara Mansion 2 Soi Nathong 3  

Ratchadapisak Road, Dindeang  

Bangkok  10400 

Tel: 093-093-5553 

 


